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Freescale Semiconductor Inc
and Motorola Inc  are to have
a purchase and supply agree-
ment running to the end of
2006. The amendment was
filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
Motorola is to commit, on
behalf of its cellular sub-
scriber businesses, to pur-
chase substantially all its cellu-
lar baseband chips from
Freescale through to 2006,
excepting CDMA baseband
chips, which Freescale does
not design.
Motorola will treat Freescale as
preferred supplier for other
components required by cellu-
lar subscriber businesses for
cellular handset manufacture.
Freescale says in 2003 Motorola
purchases of baseband semi-
conductors was 9% of Free-
scale’s total sales, and 38% of its
sales to Motorola. Additional
chips accounted for 7% of 2003
total sales.
Freescale sales of $4.8m to
December ’03, resulting in a
net loss of $345m. It holds
Motorola helps Freescale towards 2006
Alexander Pines, pioneering
NMR researcher and Faculty
Senior Scientist in the
Materials Sciences Division at
Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory has done it again.
He and his colleagues have
discovered a new way to
improve the versatility and
sensitivity of magnetic reso-
nance imaging and the tech-
nology upon which it is
based, nuclear magnetic reso-
nance. Remote detection
depends on physically separat-
ing the two basic steps of
NMR, signal encoding and
detection  -- normally carried
out in the same instrument --
in order to customise each
step for the best results.
Using laser-polarized xenon
gas as the ‘remembering’ medi-
um for the encoded informa-
tion and carrying it to the
remote detection site, Pines
and his group have achieved
orders-of-magnitude improve-
ment in MRI image resolution,
plus manifold increases in
NMR sensitivity.
In 2003, he and John Clarke
were named by Scientific
American in the top 50 scien-
tific visionaries for their  inno-
vations in magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy in ultralow mag-
netic fields. Their technology
then combined superconduct-
ing quantum interference
devices (SQUIDs) that allow
room temperature access,
coupled with modern develop-
ments in NMR pulse sequences
and switched magnetic fields,
opening the possibility for
mobile diagnostic scanning
devices in materials and bio-
medicine, without the need for
huge superconducting 
magnets.
Sensitive detection 
Alexander Pines continues with
NMR innovations. by going remote.
around 7.4% of Semiconductor
Manu-facturing International
Corp. Freescale warns that this
agreement will not assure 
historical purchase levels, and
Motorola’s obligations are sub-
ject to Freescale’s ability to sup-
ply products competitively.
With the telecom industry
reputedly  emerging from the
abyss, In-Stat/MDR  is cautiously
optimistic over the market for
MEMS-based components in
optical networks.
It reports that 2003 ended sur-
prisingly strong for this seg-
ment, and with the increase in
customer activity, and those
offering MEMS-based solutions
appearing well situated for
slow, steady upward growth.
In-Stat/MDR finds that
investors have funneled 
$38m to MEMS suppliers in
the Q1 of 2004 alone. Says
senior analyst, Marlene
Bourne, a reality check is
needed in one particular seg-
ment - there are far too many
companies pursuing the devel-
opment of Variable Optical
Attenuators, making that ripe
for consolidation.
Among In--Stat/MDR findings:
• Despite projected consolida-
tion, the number of companies
who have gone dark, or signifi-
cantly shifted business models to
focus on other technologies,
products, or markets, newcomers
continue to enter the field.
• Unit shipments of MEMS-based
components for use in optical
networking are forecast to
increase at a CAGR of 15.5%m,
revenues forecast to increase at a
CAGR of 25%.
• Shipments of MEMS-based
components, other than switch-
es, are forecast to grow at a
CAGR of 14.8%, and while VOAs
will remain a strong factor in
these sales, growing demand for
tunable filters and lasers, and
dynamic components, coupled
with decreasing price, will help
drive sales.
‘MEMS and Optical Networks:
Cautiously Optimistic’ Price:
$1,995.
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Applied Materials Inc and
Soitec have signed a strategic
agreement to jointly develop
advanced germanium-on-insula-
tor (GeOI) and related critical
Ge-based processes, designed to
enhance transistor performance
at 45nm and beyond. They will
combine Soitec’s Smart Cut
technology and engineered sub-
strate expertise with advanced
epitaxial deposition capabilities
of Applied’s Centura RP Epi 
system.
This specialised technology
deposits germanium epi films,
from 100% Ge to virtually any
Ge/Si combination. Focus is on
the development of Ge epitaxi-
al layers transferred to build the
GeOI wafers.
AMI & Soitec work to
develop GeOI wafers 
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